beer kit Brewferm triple for 9 l

A heavenly abbey beer: gold coloured, soft but strong with a full malty flavour. Slightly spiced and well hopped.

- Original gravity: 1.075
- ABV: 8.0%
- For 9 litres

Brewferm® Beer Kits
Brewing your own beer is an interesting, attractive and profitable hobby. He, who brews himself, knows what he drinks. Therefore, start brewing your own natural beer! Start today and discover the new and rich ‘world of beer’. Thanks to the Brewferm® starter kit (see accessories below) you can endlessly make delicious Belgian beer in a very simple way.

Brewferm® beer concentrates have already undergone the major part of the brewing process. Just before the final stage this process is interrupted and the liquid is reduced by evaporation until the beer concentrates are left. All you have to do is add water and sugar to obtain, after fermentation, 7 to 20 liters of beautiful natural beer.

By using only natural ingredients, Brewferm® has been able to produce a series of unique beer concentrates, each resulting in an excellent, well balanced beer.

Specification
Packing dimensions and weight:

- Weight: 1.72 kg
- Length: 17.5 cm
- Height: 10 cm
- Width: 10 cm
- EAN code: 5425000390039
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